Market

DGT Zikol is one of the leading
construction companies in Macedonia, for
almost 30 years DGT Zikol has provided a
complete range of construction service and to
the real estate market.
With over 500 employees including 70
high skilled engineers with extensive
experience Zikol is one of the few companies
in the market that has own construction
machinery and highly professional staff led by
an entrepreneurial spirit and innovation.
Design, construction and project
management are just some of the services
offered.

Achievements

The success of Zikol is based on
commitment and professionalism towards its
customers and associates with quick
implementation of projects without
compromising quality, while also devising
creative and innovative solutions for
construction challenges.
As confirmation of the quality of ser vices
that Zikol offer and our passionate concern
for the environment, Zikol works according to
international standards as Quality
management system ISO 9001:2008,
Environmental management system ISO
14001:2004 and Occupational Health and
Safety Management Systems OHSAS
18001:2007.
The most of Zikol`s success is based on
implementation of international trends in
construction with new technologies as well as
long term investment in its employees
personal development that help create
continued increase of Zikol`s success.
Zikol believes in the exper tise of its
employees, they are one of the most
impor tant sources of the company and they
are ver y impor tant for it. The greatest success
of any company relies on the success of
employees.
Teamwork, attention to achieve high
standards and a willingness to meet the
different costumer’s requirements, as well as
meeting tight programs with good quality
within budget are the benchmarks for
achievements of Zikol.
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These characteristics are impor tant par t
of organization process that affect the
association and performance of employees. All
of these elements contribute the increasing of
organization competitiveness and increasing
the ability to adapt to environmental changes.
The many awards and acknowledgments
are just another proof that quality and
reliability are built on the foundation of
tradition and vision led by innovation.

Product

The complex nature of civil engineering
dictate multilateral engagement and precise
organizational skills.

History

Zikol was founded in 1987 by Zivko
Pandev. From a small company with few
employees, today Zikol works within
Macedonia and it`s now one of the 100
largest and most successful companies in the
countr y.
Today Zikol has several own asphalt and
concrete bases, quarries, machiner y ser vice,
highly specialized laboratories for testing of
construction materials as well as a modern
factor y for producing PVC windows.
As a socially responsible company its
philosophy is based on a concern for
customers, citizens of the community and the
environment.

ZIKOL has a stable market position
maintained by implementation of an intelligent
management policy and working within the
highest professional standards.
Zikol offers a wide range of services in order
to provide professionally and timely execution of
services including design (analysis and
preparation), construction (civil engineering,
hydro engineering and construction of buildings),
project management (supervision in construction
of buildings), and manufacturing (producing PVC
carpentry, asphalt, concrete and concrete
elements).

Recent Developments

Implementation of new technologies, renewal
of machinery and with good teamwork Zikol has
built more outstanding projects.
Among the most significant are:
- Construction of the first underground street in
Macedonia, together with square in Strumica
for eight months, a total of 22,000 m2;
- Construction of European Eye Hospital, for
less than eight months;
- Construction of primary and secondary gas
pipeline from polyethylene pipes in Strumica, a
length of 15 km;
- Construction of a recreational-water aqua park
in Skopje, with an area of 10.000m2;
- Construction and extension of Boulevard Third
Macedonian Brigade with total length of 1.24
km;
- Construction and extension of St. Prvomajska
(today St. Boris Trajkovski) in Skopje, with a
total length of 2.4 km;
- Construction of bridge in Zletovo with a
length of 45 meters;
- Construction of residential-business complex
"Zikol" of 4 buildings with 200 residential units;
- Construction of 4 residential and commercial
buildings in Skopje, with 350 residential units;
- Construction of a water treatment plant
effluent WWTP, Berovo;
- Construction of a water treatment plant
effluent WWTP, Volkovo;
- Construction of filter station and main water
supply system in Kavadarci;
- Construction of main sewerage network in
Prilep;
- Construction of solar system for the Sun City,
Skopje;
- Construction of first parking garage in
Macedonia on 11 levels, total 13.000m2 for 10
months;
- Construction of Jane Sandanski Park with
fountains in Skopje for 28 days;
- Planning and leveling in TIRZ Strumica for the
purposes of Johnson Controls, with the
excavation of 240,000 m3 for 30 days;
- Construction of 4 petrol stations for the
Employer LUK OIL Macedonia, an average of
60 days;
- Construction of more than 15 religious
buildings;
- Construction of local and regional roads in
Macedonia;
- Construction of mini hydro power plants;
- Construction of water supply networks for
urban settlements in Macedonia;
And many others.
Besides these projects Zikol can boast many
green projects: Construction of the first ecopassive house in Macedonia, with a net energy
consumption close to zero; construction of a solar
power plant of 2 MW, replacement of asbestoscement boards of several schools in the Skopje
and it has participated in construction works for
the largest wind project in Macedonia.

Promotion

Through its work, Zikol proves that respect
and applying the rules of social responsibility,

Zikol contributes to social development and
improving the quality of citizen`s life. By
supporting organizations, events, activities and
projects in culture, sport, education etc.

The company is recognizable by respecting
the rules of the market, and its reputation as a
responsible company.
Timely completed buildings with good
quality and the maximum respect for deadlines
and entire offer are the foundations that create
Zikol as respectable and quality company.
With the expansion and continuous
improvement of services, continuous investment
in training of its employees and investing in the
appropriate construction plant, the company
aims to satisfy its customers and business
par tners, to obtain new customers and to be
active on new markets.

www.zikol.com.mk
THINGS YOU DIDN'T KNOW ABOUT...
Zikol has tightly integrated social
responsibility into its business culture and
working process. Zikol is a company that
provides to its customers and business partners
projects with better energy efficiency and lower
energy consumption for a better quality of life.
Zikol observes and follows the latest
European trends in field of environmental
protection.
The company creates healthy and
sustainable spaces in urban areas as a result of
strong economic investment, socially responsible
management that complies with the principles
of sustainable development.

Brand Values

Loyalty and full responsibility to customers,
the highest quality of ser vices, implementation
of projects within the set deadlines, are just
some of the basic principles that are
recognizable for Zikol. Exclusive and economical
execution of works, efficiency and functionality
are par t of the requirements of clients that
Zikol always meets programs within the
specified budget.
Zikol is always thoroughly committed to
satisfy the need of its clients and business
par tners.

ZIKOL
For the first underground street in Macedonia
along with Square Strumica, Zikol has received
recognition for best achievement in construction
for 2010 in Macedonia.
Zikol has built the first parking garage of 11 levels
in Macedonia.
Zikol has built the first passive ecological house in
Macedonia with certificate.
Zikol is among the first companies in Macedonia
which has performed primary and secondary gas
pipeline in Macedonia.
One of the biggest recreational - water aqua parks
in Macedonia is constructed by Zikol.
Zikol is contractor that has executed the most
water and sewerage networks in Macedonia.
For 2015/2016, Zikol has won the award for
national champion on European Business Awards.
In 2015 Zikol has donated specially playground for
children with special needs in Municipality Novo
Selo which is the first of this type in this
municipality.
Since 2008, Zikol is part of association of 200
largest and the most successful companies in
Macedonia and every year achieves continued
success.
Among 70 engineers with high education that
include architects, construction engineers, electrical
engineers and mechanical engineers, in Zikol work
as staff geodetic engineers, geotechnical engineers,
mining engineers, forestry engineer and others.
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